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Greetings from The Principal
A very warm festive welcome from Switzerland,
I am writing to you from the Library here at Surval
- the girls have decorated the tree beautifully, there
are Christmas messages up on the walls and we
have enjoyed a wonderful festive atmosphere in the
lead up to the Christmas break.
The last nine months have brought many firsts for us
all. For the first time ever in August I was not able to
host my start of year Parents’ Brunch; it’s always a
great occasion and something I really look forward
to. Whilst parents couldn’t journey to Surval for the
launch of the new academic year, their daughters did
(well, nearly all - we have two super, highly committed
students in the Middle East who have loyally shared
this entire term with us online; we can’t wait to
welcome them here in January). Many of our girls
travelled alone across the world, a number of them
greeted here in Reception before being accompanied
to their bedrooms to quarantine for 10 days.

We have developed further our innovative learning
initiative, supported by Sam Selby from Bellevue
Education in London. Mrs Selby came across in
September and introduced Flipped Learning (see
page 7), since then we have been flipping everything
around for the better! Early October, we had our
Cognia Accreditation review – another first for
everyone with its virtual setting, and possibly even
more rigorous for being online. I was delighted to
receive feedback from the Chief Inspector, confirming
that Surval does indeed live out our vision: we offer
a unique provision where girls can create powerful
stories that do transform their lives.

We all wondered how this term would be, and I
am delighted to report we made the very best of
it and created numerous experiences from our
opportunities. It is very clear that the 2020-21
cohort of girls are exceptional; their bravery and
tenacity, their creativity and flexibility has shone
through from start to finish. You can be really proud
of yourselves, Ladies.

I have greatly enjoyed hosting Soirées at my
Chalet home, welcoming four girls at a time to an
evening of chat, laughter and dinner delivered from
the various favourite eateries in town. The family
atmosphere these evenings bring have been special
and memorable for us all. Adventure this term has
taken girls far and wide (see page 16), and included
our fantastic Swiss Tour, where I travelled on the
minibus with 12 adventurous girls boldly exploring
the different regions and aspects of this beautiful
country, all the while also keeping in touch with
other students independently navigating their
way around the near abroad. We have all learnt to
manage and manoeuvre ourselves as safely and
wisely as possible; it’s been an incredible journey.
We have maintained great health, good heart and
an indomitable spirit, epitomised perhaps by our first
Surval Ski Day of the season in December, treating
us to fresh powder snow in Saas-Fee.

We have responded to Switzerland’s advice and
measures for managing the pandemic in our own
inimitable, resilient way, determined to continue all
that we set out to achieve despite any restrictions.
Quarantine actually produced one of the best
Student Induction programmes in my time here,
culminating in our International Diversity Day,
brilliantly led by the girls themselves, celebrating
the 20+ nationalities that make up the Surval
community, and the special bonds established this
term have been as strong as ever.

“Surval leaves a mark on everyone that is lucky enough
to have the experience of living and studying here...
The best year of my life.”
Valeria (2017, Venezuela)
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Our St Nicholas Feast is an established tradition at
Surval; it took a slightly different format this year, with
parents and guests joining us online for the first time.
It was a real pleasure to welcome so many from so
far. After the familiar rendition of Christmas Carols
and entertainment, followed by a sumptuous dinner,
the girls gathered in the Library to share Secret
Santa. There were also presents under our tree for
children that none of us know; the result of the Sapin
Solitaire scheme through local charity L’Etape that
we support regularly. In this project, children whose
families can’t afford to buy a Christmas present write
down specifically what they would like for Christmas.
Ten year old Abdul will be receiving a drift racer and
police car from Surval! We have experienced such joy
supporting this cause.
Charity at Surval is a hugely important part of our life;
we have been challenged this term, at a time when
there has never been a greater need. I have been really
moved by the school’s response, their generosity, of
their gifts and of their spirit; giving their time, their
skills through languages, cookery and fundraising.
They have given their own money, they have created
food, they have been shopping and donated food –
from compiling our own food boxes for Cartons du
Coeur to launching the Surval Café for L’Etape (see
page 8). These local charities have been overwhelmed
and spellbound by our community action, and the
lengths our girls have gone to support them.

Amongst the challenges the world has faced, I am so
very proud of all that our school has achieved this
term, at work and at play, locally and farther afield.
It’s been such a busy, productive, eventful and very
happy term. You all deserve a really peaceful, festive,
joyous holiday. To our Leavers this term – fond adieu!
Please keep in touch, and come back to see us. If 2020
has taught the world anything, it’s the importance
of family and looking after each other, and we, the
Surval family, certainly have so much to celebrate, for
which to be thankful.
Wishing you a happy and healthy New Year.

Mrs Woodhouse
Principal

Christmas 2020
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Maria Fernanda (Grade 9, Brazil)

Surval Life
Starting the year at Surval
Opening our doors to students in early September, our start of term saw 10 day
quarantines for those joining us from ‘high risk countries’. This meant a very
different welcome programme to any previous!
With activities being led online and room service
meals, everyone settled in very well, accepting the
unusual start to the year and making the most of
getting to know each other, albeit from a distance!

Weekends at Surval

Surval Kitchen

This term has been liberating and
exhilarating for so many! After months
of lockdown and staying safe at home,
girls at Surval were able to reunite
with the outside world again. Head
of Boarding, Mrs Wilkinson, recalls
the highlights of this term’s Weekend
Programme.

The kitchen is often at the heart of the
home, and this term has been a busy
one for Surval's budding chefs!

We have been lucky to explore some of beautiful
Switzerland; small groups of girls have travelled to
Bern, Zermatt, Interlaken and Gruyeres, soaking
up scenic views and fresh Swiss air. One of the
best trips was to the Cailler Chocolate Factory in
Gruyères; it was our first trip of this academic year,
with an excellent mix of students and of course all
the yummy chocolate!

We celebrated our first birthday of the year all
together wishing happy 18th to Mexican Swiss Gap
student Isabel (who was, along with many others,
self-isolating in school) and partying with balloons,
cake and dancing from the balconies.

Older girls have also organised their own trips
around Switzerland and the near abroad (see Surval
Travel page 17).
Birthday cake!

We celebrated our rich cultural tapestry with a wholeschool challenge for European Day of Languages and
our International Day of Diversity was a huge success,
bringing everyone together for a fabulous finale;
a barbecue on our terraces in the late summer sun.
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Those students who quarantined were so positive
and upbeat and must each be commended for their
enthusiasm and willingness to get involved. Surval
spirit shone through as our special community
shared and supported each other and made
memories of this extraordinary time.

"Our Surval Kitchen has been a
hive of activity this term; weekly
cookery lessons, Boarding and
Enrichment programmes,
preparing for special events,
or simply a way for students
to relax at weekends and cook
their own breakfast, enjoying
familiar tastes of home.

Liza (Swiss Gap , Russia)

Girls work companionably, sharing recipes with
each other from all corners of the globe. The inviting
smells emanating from the kitchen draw everyone in
for a taste of something different, Iranian dishes such
as ‘sholeh zard’ (a Persian rice pudding) or tempting
Russian pancakes.
This term students from Foundation Year to Grade
10 designed a traditional British afternoon tea
to include Welsh scones and Scottish shortbread,
resulting in tasty treats for all! The Swiss Gap and
Grade 11 students learnt culinary skills for life,
preparing meals and sharing their food together.

Isabel's 18th

Our Student Induction was great fun and highly
productive. The Surval community bonded with
'getting to know you' activities, sharing personal
interests and our stories so far. We had workouts
with Joe Wicks, fun creative sessions, drawing by
description and making bracelets. Girls learned about
French culture, explored several languages, joined
workshops in video making, social media, blogging
and vlogging. Our Charities Committee, Sustainability
Society and MUN Club were introduced, and girls
threw themselves into gorge hiking, rock climbing,
cycling in a local nature reserve, cross country running,
football, swimming, volleyball and yoga. There were
quiz nights and movie nights, a scavenger hunt in
fancy dress and after-school visits to Montreux.

Mrs Gordon, who has been
teaching Cookery to FY, Grades
9 and 10 this term, reports on
what’s been going on.

In-house, we have had a fabulous range of activities
to get the heart pumping, which include bubble
football, scootering, rollerblading and with the
introduction of the Surval Café, girls have been busy
baking at the weekend. Our Artist In Residence has
led creative afternoon art sessions, card making,
and more recently Christmas decorations. Jigsaw
puzzles have also become a big hit, especially with
the wintery weather setting in!
Next term, we look forward to weekends of ice
skating, beginners skiing, husky sledding, a torch-lit
ski descent with fondue afterwards and all that our
Swiss winter wonderland has to offer!

Championing Social Enterprise, we opened the
Surval Café after Half Term to raise money for the
local charity, L’Etape. Girls bake delicious treats
over the weekend to sell at the Surval Café during
break times.
School events showcase our proactive, talented
students; our younger girls felt honoured when
Chef asked them to provide dessert for Surval’s
Thanksgiving Dinner. Their creative flair resulted
a scrumptious selection of homely apple pies!"
Christmas 2020
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Teaching and Learning
Surval Families
The Surval Families initiative was introduced
last year, with girls and staff all belonging
to one of three Families (Black Panthers,
Pink Alpacas and White Swans) for
competition and events. Surval Families
have particularly come into their own this
term, with restrictions on group numbers,
and the creation of ‘bubbles’.
Katie (Grade 12, Ireland),
Leader of Black Panthers,
tells us about Family life.
At Surval there is a big
emphasis
on
a
family
community, this is a unique
benefit of living and studying
at Surval… We have special
events, activities and meals
each Thursday dedicated to Family time, where we all
dine together in our Families and get to meet new girls
and socialise outside our friendship groups, bringing
everyone together and getting everyone involved.
After our meal we play games to win Family points
which are added together and at the end of each
month the top-scoring Family wins a prize! This is a
great way to keep girls motivated inside and outside
of class as they can win Family points for performing
well in lessons, activities and in our boarding life.
I think that Families is a huge benefit of living at
Surval. Each week there is something motivating to
look forward to. Each Family has a group chat where
we can keep in touch and be updated with future events
and activities. It ensures we all know we have people
who are there, who look out for each other. Whilst
Families is a fun and exciting experience, girls also
feel confident that if they have any worries, their
Family is another option for a helping hand or to
talk about their feelings.
Jigsaws!

Eiffel Tower challenge

“If Covid didn’t happen,
we would have done short
trips and outdoor activities
together, and basically just
explored and discovered
together... Let’s hope for
next term.
Surval Families are important as they enable us
to get to know each other better, to talk about
things we wouldn’t have talked about otherwise,
and to find out other people’s talents. We learn
people’s skills which we can incorporate in our
events so that they are given a stage to shine.”
Liza (Swiss Gap, Russia)
Leader of White Swans

“The benefit of Surval
Families is that friendship
groups can mix and you get
to know other people better,
and learn more about their
cultures and languages.
Families are important
at Surval because girls
branch out their friendships and Surval becomes
even more of a family. Thank you to all Family
members! This term has been really fun and that
next term is going to be even better.”
Charlotte (Grade 12, England)
Leader of Pink Alpacas
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Regina (Grade 9, Mexico)
Ekaterina (Grade 10, Russia)

Introducing Flipped Learning
The Surval Learning Experience, underpinned by an innovative,
coaching style of teaching, develops independence, curiosity and
critical thinking skills. Our challenging and ambitious lessons and
bespoke course design promote greater student ownership and
engagement in class, allow our students to bring their own knowledge
and experiences into the discussions, and empower them to lead and
critique. We build skills, attitudes and perspectives for our students
to value and take full advantage of their educational journey.
Within this, we apply a Flipped Learning approach
where students research and prepare for topics
and concepts in advance of lessons, deepening
their understanding and allowing the teacher-pupil
contact time in class to be more productive and
exploratory. This enables analysis, reasoning, debate
and creative and critical thinking to be an everyday
outcome from learning at Surval. Further fortifying
this learning experience, tutorials, masterclasses
and individualised skills classes are offered by both
our academic and boarding staff in addition to
timetabled lessons, with Google Classroom and Swivl
complementing our blended learning resource.

Leah (Swiss Gap, USA)

The more personalised, tutorial-style lessons, promote
heightened levels of analysis, independence and selfled learning. Surval’s transformative approach to
teaching and learning inspires our students to grow
personally, and intellectually, empowered to make a
real difference.

Christmas 2020
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Social Enterprise
Holding social enterprise at our
heart, the Surval community is
proactive and resourceful in finding
ways to support our valued causes.
With charity work within the wider
Montreux community not currently
possible, our girls have not been
daunted. Mme Hily gives an overview
of our support of local causes this
term at Surval:

Sapin Solitaire

Sapin Solitaire

Cartons du Coeur (“Boxes from the Heart”)
I have been committed to Cartons du Coeur since
joining Surval in 2018. The project requires us to
collect boxes of food and necessities for local families
in need, and deliver them. Talking to the families is an
eye opening experience. At Surval, everyone wants to
be involved in Cartons du Coeur because we realise
how lucky we are! Surval volunteers are able to help
the local community weekly, and practice our French
in doing so.

Cette année encore a été placée sous le signe de
la générosité et de l’entraide à Surval. Depuis de
nombreuses années, l’école joue un rôle actif dans
les associations caritatives locales. Plus que jamais,
en raison de la situation sanitaire actuelle, l’aide
aux personnes est cruciale et Surval a de nouveau
répondu présent. Nous avons su nous adapter et
nous n'avons jamais baissé les bras pour venir en
aide aux plus démunis.
En ce qui concerne le téléthon, nous avons lancé la
première édition de Surval Bouge pour le Téléthon
afin de récolter des fonds pour l’association. Nous
avons aussi soutenu l’Etape, en distribuant à manger
les mardis, et Sapin Solidaire, en offrant des jouets aux
enfants des familles dans le besoin. Les acteurs de la
vie associative de la région ont apprécié notre aide et
ils nous en sont très reconnaissants. Nous sommes
fiers de la volonté et du courage de nos élèves.

Wear Your Pyjamas Day

Surval’s Charity Committee
Surval Café

Surval Café

Surval Café

As it is, our weekly food collection in the supermarkets
for Cartons du Coeur hasn’t been possible this year,
so we organised our own collection at Surval! The
Charity Committee also arranged a Wear Your
Pyjamas Day to raise money for this charity.

L’Etape
A local food bank for families in need, our students
volunteer with L’Etape every Tuesday and help to
get food. This term, Surval Café has been set up
specifically to support L’Etape, so we can still fund
them whilst socially distancing!

This year was once again a year of generosity and
aid at Surval. For several years, the school has
played an active role with local charities. More
now than ever before, due to the current health
situation, helping people is crucial and Surval has
yet again stepped up. We have been able to adapt
and we have never given up on the people who are
the most disadvantaged.

Téléthon
Téléthon is a Swiss charity that helps children with
muscular diseases, genetic diseases and Myopthis.
This term, we have raised money for Téléthon through
our Surval Bouge (our own take on the cancelled
Swiss Bouge where we all scooter, walk or rollerblade
from Montreux to Clarens and back!) and by selling
Téléthon’s teddy mascots within the school.

With regards to Téléthon, we have launched the
first edition of our Surval Bouge in order to raise
funds for the charity. We also support L’Etape, by
distributing food to families in need on Tuesdays
and Sapin Solitaire, by offering toys to children in
need. The charities appreciate our help and they
are very grateful to us. We are proud of the will and
courage of our students.
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Surval’s Charity Co-ordinator Charlotte
(Grade 12, England) is committed to
helping others and inspirational in her
perspective. Below she tells us about
the school’s support of our charitable
causes this term.

Christmas 2020
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Surval Bouge at Chateau du Chillon
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Global Perspectives
Forging global perspectives is a key feature of each girl’s Surval Experience. Our
ever popular Sustainability Society enables girls to make a practical difference in
our community, the Model United Nations Club gives girls opportunity to explore,
voice and debate global issues from all perspectives. Our Masterclasses hone
skills to support girls in all areas of life.

MACS Day Piñata

#HelloYellow

MACS Day

Friday 9 October was World Mental Health Day, an
international day for global mental health education,
awareness and advocacy against social stigma. led
a day of raising both funds and awareness for the
charity Young Minds.

Our annual MACS Day took place on 12 November,
raising awareness and funds for UK charity MACS
(supporting children born without eyes or with
underdeveloped eyes). I have grown up with the MACS
charity supporting my brother. I organised Surval’s
first MACS Day last year with a guest speaker and
blindfolded football tournament. This year’s MACS Day
was slightly different, adapting to current restrictions.
A MACS-themed Assembly set the tone, and the
school (in mixed-Grade ‘Family’ groups) enjoyed a
circus of fun activities highlighting sight appreciation,
such as a Treasure Hunt around the school, Blindfold
Circuits with hurdles, an egg and spoon race, and
the day ended with a Piñata. MACS Day 2020 raised
CHF 465 – well done everyone on this term’s efforts
for all our treasured causes, just brilliant!

#HelloYellow is an annual fundraising event we love
to support. This year, we took this on as a Family
challenge. With the colour theme of yellow for the
day, each Family was busy on the Wednesday and
Thursday evenings preparing for this fundraising
event; tie-dying t-shirts, decorating cakes and making
banana smoothies and lemonade, all to be sold on
the Friday for CHF 2 each.
The whole school wore yellow for #HelloYellow,
donating CHF 2 for the privilege! And a feast of yellow
treats was enjoyed by all! We raised CHF 300 for
Young Minds. Well done and thank you to everyone
who participated and wore yellow!

Blindfold circuits

“At the moment we are living in uncertainty
and a time when charity really needs our
help. For me giving back to the community
means a lot. I have grown up in a different
way than many children; I have many
more opportunities than many children.
Giving back is the best and most that I can
do. Giving is not just about donations, it's
about making a difference.”
Charlotte (Grade 12, England)
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Surval’s
Sustainability Society
Ana Maria (Swiss Gap,
Dominican Republic)
tells Ms Scherrer about
her involvement in
Surval’s Sustainability
Society this term.
What made you decide to join the Society?
In the past year I have wanted to change my
lifestyle; I’ve started my transition to become a
vegetarian, I only shop from animal-friendly brands
and if I need a new article, I shop pre-loved items
only. I am very aware of my carbon footprint and
how all of our actions can make a difference for
the better or for worse. Therefore, when I joined
the Surval community I knew I wanted to be a part
of a club that wanted to make a difference, like me.
Ana, you come from Dominican Republic and
sustainability is also an important issue in your
country. What types of sustainability issues are
important in your homeland?
Many legislators have recently been illegally selling
parts of land that belong to national parks, to the
country’s citizens, to hotel companies who wish
to expand their enterprise. The DR’s main source
of income is tourism, however if the government
truly wanted to increase the country’s income they
would invest in climate change and support the
country’s natural beauty so more tourists would
want to come. With that said I believe the most
important sustainability issue is a legal one in the
Dominican Republic, to protect our land’s rights.

Sustainability Society Grade 9 Students.
Maria Fernanda (Brazil) and Regina (Mexico) with Ms Scherrer

Ana what initiatives have you come up with in the
Surval Sustainability Society?
I understand we can’t force others to change their
lifestyle or try to be more sustainable, I believe
they have to want to change. Which is why for the
Sustainability Society I wanted to focus on specific
branches of the same issue (climate change and
how we can help), to inform others instead of
pressuring them to act. Forcing anything onto
others is futile, but to explain to them why a person
would resort to such intense pressure on another
human being in my opinion can be more impactful.
How do you plan to make
the community aware of
each term's initiatives?
Through reminders such
as emails, posters, and
announcements during
our
weekly
school
meetings.
This term’s initiative has
been 'Sustainability and
Clothing'. Posters went
up around school to
make everyone more
aware of this issue and
we put together a short
presentation to promote
the need to recycle .

Christmas 2020
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Vice-Principal Mr Smale looks at critical skills, discussion and debate and how
these have been nurtured at Surval this term.
Surval Masterclass: Debating

Model United Nations Club

There was so much to fit in that we decided to run
four Debating Masterclasses! We initially looked at
what debate is and why it is so important, carrying
out our first debate, a balloon debate, where we
had to convince each other that our famous
person was the most significant figure. This led
to a development of both understanding and
confidence.

During
this
term
we
have
looked
at what the UN does and how the Model United
Nations looks to replicate the process.
We started with country specific research, learning
how to ask the right questions to find out what we
need. We then homed in on the UN Charter and
what the UN aims to achieve and how they go
about making decisions.
It’s critical to be up to date with current affairs
and so each week, girls prepared for a discussion
on key events in the news. We then spent time
looking at the organs of the UN, before moving
onto several hot topic debates. Some girls chose
to research Antimicrobial Resistance, looking at
the work carried out by the Economic and Social
Council. The other girls focused on the transfer
of arms, military equipment, dual-use goods and
technology as well as the work carried out by the
General Assembly.

Debate Masterclass

The second Masterclass focused on rebuttal and
we had a great time focusing on how to refute
each other’s arguments. We discussed the place
of school uniforms, climate change, social media,
amongst many other topics.
Discussion activity

Our third Masterclass
looked at how to raise
Points of Information:
important debating tools
designed
to
improve
active listening skills as
well as the ability to think
on your feet. The girls
spent time discussing
an area of interest with
the rest of the group
challenging them.

Our final session explored the structure, style of
delivery of debate speeches and how to affect the
audience, judges and debating opponents. The
enthusiasm for the class has been superb and all
our Debaters have made significant progress. We
are now looking to introduce debate onto the
curriculum for next term.
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Live online discussion with
students in Saudi Arabia

Students looked at past decisions made by the UN,
identifying relationships between countries which
they could replicate at an MUN conference. In our
last session together we represented individual
countries for the discussion 'Climate Refugees',
part of the MUN refugee challenge set out by
the UNHCR. This saw insightful reflection and
considered points as girls conducted high level, fast
paced research to consider an incredibly important
and very relevant world issue. We will continue with
MUN next term.

“There’s no place like (my Swiss) home...!”
Sofia (Grade 11, Mexico) joined us in 2018 for a year in Grade 9
and returned this term, as welcome relief from a world in
lockdown. She tells us her Surval story,
“I came to Surval 2 years ago and I made
fantastic memories. This year I had the
opportunity to return. I originally chose
to come to Surval because it was a small
independent school, it also correlated to my
IGCSE programme which I was doing at the
time. The fact that Surval is a girls’ school,
sealed the deal for my parents.

My time here was amazing, I enjoyed travelling
and I also enjoyed spending time with the girls,
we have bonded a lot over the past few months.
Surval makes me feel happy and energetic.

When I was here 2 years ago we had more trips
and we had a lot of sports in the afternoons.
Due to the virus situation, we haven’t been
able to do as much but still, we have done a
lot more than I would have been able to in
Mexico. Every day after school we would have
a sports club. I did Army Fitness (which was
like hiking), Running Club, Football (which
we still did this year until regulations closed it
down). I also did Hiit and Zumba.
When I went back to Mexico I missed all the
sports, I missed being with my friends and the
environment of Surval. What is great is that I
get to see my friends from Surval who are from
Mexico. I’m actually going to see them in the
Christmas holidays.
This September I returned to Surval because
the virus situation was so bad in Mexico. We
had lockdown for several months and we were
not able to do anything. My school was closed
and it was only online learning which I didn’t
want so I came back to Surval because life was
normal at Surval. I wanted to come back and
be able to do what I like and what I wanted,
like travel and sports.

Hiking in local gorges

I have only been able to come to Surval this
time for the Autumn Term because my school
back in Mexico is re-opening so I have to go
back. Leaving Surval makes me feel sad but
I think I will come and visit for Graduation
because I want to see my friends graduate.”

Christmas 2020
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Language & Culture
Thanksgiving at Surval

With Language and Culture so critical to Surval life,
we love to celebrate as many traditions as possible.
This term’s calendar of events has been brimming,
with so many occasions to inform and unite us,
strengthening understanding of our wider world.

This year, we celebrated Thanksgiving for the first
time ever, inspired by our students from the USA,
keen to mark their traditional holiday on the 26
November. This was a great opportunity for the rest
of our community to learn about the culture and the
reasons behind Thanksgiving.

International Diversity Day
Languages and Culture are one of Surval’s three
pillars. Despite being small, Surval's nationalities
span every continent. We currently have 24
nationalities at Surval if you include staff and
students.

Halloween Pumpkins - Evgeniya (FY, Russia)

In September, as part of our Student
Induction programme, girls created and
delivered their own presentations about
their country and cultures for this special
day which highlighted our diversity.
So much was gained, sharing languages and
exploring the similarities and contrasts of
our home countries.

Halloween

Mexican students Mariana, Ana Paula
and Mariana on Day of the Dead
Chalet decorations

St Nicholas Feast

This year Best Costume was awarded to Faith (Swiss Gap,
Botswana) and each Family organised an activity. We had
'Donut on a String', 'Relay Races' and 'Pumpkin Decorating'. The
boarding team organised Trick or Treating around the school
and we finished with a Halloween Movie Night in the Library.
St Nicholas Feast

Every year our Mexican students revel in organising and sharing their
national holiday Dia de los Muertos with us. Celebrated on 2 November,
family and friends come together to remember those that have passed
away. Our Mexican students led Assembly that day and created a
traditional Mexican feast for us all in the evening with singing and dancing
commemorating this special day.

“For the Day of the Dead we built an altar and students could
pop the names of the people they want to remember in a jar.
We made pan de muerto, a bread we eat in Mexico to celebrate!”

Every year, our Swiss Gap
students plan, organise and
lead a Feast in celebration of
St Nicholas, a Swiss-German
(and central European)
tradition which dates back
to the 4th century. St
Nicholas is the Patron Saint
of Children who comes to
children’s homes sharing
sweets and chocolates.
To commemorate this day
at Surval, a special menu
is created, invitations are
sent out and the school
is decorated and full of
festive cheer.

Christingle
On 6 December, we held our first Christingle,
celebrating Christmas and hopes, coming together
to sing with music and light.
Popular with young children, at Surval we celebrated
by making Christingles (oranges decorated with
a candle and sweets) and that evening, meeting
outside to sing ‘Silent Night’ together in English and
German, marking the second advent. A peaceful,
sparkly atmospheric evening, we reflected on all of
the children around the world, and were grateful.

Chalet Soirées
Throughout this term, Mrs Woodhouse has enjoyed
the pleasure of hosting girls at a Soirée in her Chalet
home. This is a tradition that Mrs Woodhouse started
on arrival at Surval, and is much cherished by all, fortify
the school family bond. This term’s were different to
previous with fewer guests on each occasion, making
them even more special.
Mrs Woodhouse says:

“I have loved hosting this term’s Chalet
Soirées; 4 student guests at a time (in line
with regulations) have meant I have really
got to spend quality time with each girl,
sharing her highlights of the term so far.
These cosy, homely evenings, with girls
choosing dinner from their favourite local
take out (Italian, Persian, Japanese...) seem
popular and welcome with the girls, and a
real treat for us all.”

This year Surval's St Nicholas Feast took place on
3 December. A much smaller event (to keep with
current regulations) with students, boarding and
senior staff attending in person. For the first time, the
occasion was shared online with families and friends.

Mariana (Swiss Gap, Mexico)
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“I had a wonderful time at Thanksgiving
Dinner. At my table, we went around and
said everything we were thankful for. The
chefs prepared a lovely meal with turkey
wrapped in ham and potatoes. It was nice
bringing the Thanksgiving holiday to
Surval and celebrating with my friends.”
Leah (Swiss Gap, USA)

The girls love 31 October because the whole school becomes a spooky
haunted house with everyone in fancy dress.

Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead)

Thanksgiving marked the start of Christmas at Surval;
our trees came out early and were decorated ready
to celebrate the festivities. Mrs Woodhouse led a
special Thanksgiving Assembly looking at spreading
kindness, giving and gifting and how the Surval family
does this in so many ways. We enjoyed a traditional
Thanksgiving Feast for dinner, with homemade apple
pies made by the girls.

Traditionally a very formal event attended by the
whole school community, this year’s Feast was an
intimate family affair in our bubbles. We enjoyed
fine dining at its best with a delicious French menu
in a beautifully decorated Dining Room, with
festive carols in 5 different languages, and Families
performing their respective entertainment. The
evening rounded off with Secret Santa in the Library.

Christmas 2020

Christmas 2020
Christingle
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Surval’s Swiss Tour
This year’s Swiss Tour was the best yet!
A fun and fascinating week crammed
full of variety, sampling all the sights,
sounds and tastes of Switzerland!

Pisa

Bologna

Florence

Gruyères

The Tour started with Zurich where we explored the
city and made chocolates and cheese at Sherly’s
Kitchen. The next day, the Tour headed to the Rhine
Falls, the most powerful waterfall in Europe. With
tree-top climbing in the Adventure Park nearby,
girls bravely mastered the heights, completing
several obstacles. The following day the group
went to the breathtaking town of Luzern, famous
for its wooden bridge. We enjoyed a boat tour and
visited the interactive Swiss Transport Museum
which houses everything from locomotives to
flying machines.

Sherly's Kitchen, Zurich

Luzern
Lake Como

Rhine Falls
Rome

Christmas 2020

Gruyeres was the first day trip of the year and always
a firm favourite amongst the girls; with its beautiful
castle, Cailler chocolate factory and the Gruyères
cheese factory, it feels like a true Swiss fairy-tale.
Isabel (Swiss Gap, Mexico) remembers it fondly,

Our Swiss Gap students made the most of travelling
independently, venturing further afield to France, Italy
and Turkey during the term and over Half Term. The
girls should be commended for creating their own
exciting independent travel itineraries, impressively
quick to adapt and switch plans as required.

First Ski Day of the Season

Mrs Woodhouse was delighted to lead the Tour,
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This term, girls explored a variety of
Swiss destinations in small groups,
including Swiss capital Bern, with its Old
Town (a UNESCO World Heritage site),
Bear Park, zoo and shopping; Interlaken,
Zermatt and Gstaad. All of these hold
their own charm and are an easy, scenic
train ride away.

“This was the first time I was travelling
somewhere alone, without my parents. We
walked around, went in the castle, got waffles,
took pictures, had fondue, and then made our
way back to the train station. It was a lovely
day trip, but it also gave me a feel for what
travelling on a budget is like.”

The last day of the Tour involved an exhilarating
alpine coaster down Monte Tamaro (located in
the Lugano-Bellinzona-Locarno triangle) with
some retail therapy in FoxTown Factory Stores in
Mendrisio, before returning to Surval elated and
refreshed from all we’d seen and done.

“I was so proud of the girls who each
participated in the full range of activities,
approaching all with great gusto. It was a
pleasure to spend the week with them on such
a lovely holiday and a real treat to be greeted
on return to Montreux by the shimmering
lake and snow capped mountain peaks;
setting the scene for the festivities of this
second half of term.”

Istanbul
Lucca
Luzern
Milan
Pisa
Rimini
Rome
San Gimignano
San Marino
Varenna
Zermatt

Making the most of
all travel opportunities!

Blessed with sunny Autumnal weather, the scenery
and colours throughout were fabulous and it was
wonderful to visit regions in French, Italian and
German Switzerland.

The Tour continued to Alpamare Pool Resort,
with its fabulous relaxing thermal waters to soak
in after such busy days. We got our first glimpse
of snow this year passing St Gottard to Ticino
Adventure Park where we went canyoning in
the sparkling, clear waters of the mountain rivers
and waterfalls.

(Lago Maggiore)

Annecy
Assisi
Basel
Bellagio
Bern
Bologna
Catane

Surval Travel

Como
Florence
Fribourg
Grindelwald
Gstaad
Interlaken
Isola Bella

Bern

The ‘Pearl of the Alps’, Saas Fee is
located on a glacier, and is blessed
with 100km of prepared pistes.
Saas Fee

Saas Fee

On 5 December, Surval snow lovers delighted in a
full day of skiing and snowboarding, some of them
experiencing the Swiss Alps for the very first time.
With glistening white snow, the conditions were
superb and we had a brilliant time with our ski
school teachers, with some learning new tricks, like
backward skiing!

Christmas 2020
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The Surval Swiss Gap Experience
The Surval Swiss Gap Experience is our own unique pre-university preparation
and finishing programme for girls aged 17-19.
The course focuses on languages, leadership, career and personal development, as well as arts and culture,
communication and media, social enterprise, international relations and business etiquette, business management,
debating, hospitality, sporting and enrichment opportunities and independent weekend travel opportunities.
Some girls join for one term, and some stay for the whole year. We have welcomed 12 Swiss Gap students here
this term, and have been thrilled to hear their feedback.

Why did you choose

Surval?

out
things I had heard ab
“..for all the amazing
en”
rtunities I would be giv
it and all of the oppo
Leah (USA)
to feel like home”
“..I knew it was going
Mariana (Mexico)
h
rtunity to learn Frenc
“..it gave me the oppo
”
life
in
g my purpose
and travel while findin
exico)
(M
Isabel

Surval Summer Camp 2021
Surval Summer Camp welcomes young women from around the world for a
Swiss summer experience packed with language, fun and adventure. Surval
Summer Campers often return after a successful summer to join our Academic
Year programme, just like Anastasiia (2020, Russia) and Lucia (2019, Spain).

End of term: how’s it been?
“I have arrived safely home... Thank you again for
everything, I had an amazing Fall at Surval and I am so
glad I made the choice to come.” Payton (USA)
“Thank you so much for a great term, I am so looking forwar
d to the
next one! Again, I cannot thank you enough for everything you
have
done for us and making our gap year so great!” Martina (USA)
“I cannot wait for the Winter Term!” Leah (USA)
to make
so much for everything you do
Dear Mrs Woodhouse, Thank you
making
appreciate your attentiveness to
Surval such a wonderful place! We
through
d getting to know Switzerland
this semester great. We have love
e you
hop
We
.
you
e been possible without
our travels, which would not hav
k.
brea
ter
miss your kind spirit over win
have a great holiday, and we will
and Martina.
Happy Holidays, Love, Payton

Faith (Botswana), joi
ned us in 2015, co
mpleted her America
School Diploma and
n High
has stayed on for this
year’s Swiss Gap prog
Faith addressed the sc
ram
me.
hool at St Nick’s,
“I have pretty much be
en in Surval my whole
life. Since I began here
I always wanted to ge
in 2015
t away and get some
freedom but then I rea
we are like one big fam
lise
d that
ily and that we all care
about each other…. I
that this is going to
know
be missable and pro
bably the best years
So all I can say is thank
of
my
life.
you so much for being
part of my family.”
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Anastasiia joined Surval Summer
Camp 2016 from Russia;
returning that Autumn for
Grade 9 and going on to
complete her IGCSE and A Level
programmes at Surval. With
excellent A Level results and an
unconditional offer from her
first choice university, King’s
College London, Anastasiia has
gone on to read Management
and Modern Languages.
Lucia joined Surval Summer Camp 2016 from her home in Bilbao,
and immediately fell in love with the school. Determined to stay in
Switzerland, Lucia led her own application to join Grade 10 at Surval
that Autumn. Lucia’s commitment to her studies and wider-school life,
and her wonderfully enthusiastic, appreciative and inclusive attitude
established her as a strong role model in the school. Lucia is now in
her second year at University of Exeter, UK reading International Law
with French.

www.survalsummercamp.ch
Christmas 2020
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Survaliennes
Following on from your many updates in our Summer News, we are delighted to
have continued to hear from a number of Survaliennes since then. Wherever you
are, we hope you are well and that 2021 is a blessing to you all. Please do send
us your news, we love to hear from you, as do all of your fellow Survaliennes!

Pooja Bhansali (2016, India)
“After Surval, I went on to Lynn University in Florida,
majoring in Political Science. I loved it and really enjoyed
all my classes and university life.
Now I am working in digital marketing in Mumbai, which
is great! Even with the pandemic going on I feel there is
so much one can do, learn new things, and rediscover
yourself… it’s all about positivity and being open minded”.

Maria Elena Gerbaud Navarro (2019, Panama)
“I’m in Panama right now, quarantining with my family – thankfully, we are all
healthy, which is the most important thing right now.
I had my High School Graduation from the Academia Interamericana de Panama
back in December. I even had the opportunity to give the Valedictorian speech, so
it was all really special. I have since had about six months to rest and prepare for my
college journey, which is about to begin.
I am heading to New York to start my undergraduate studies at Columbia University which truly excites me.
Unfortunately, Columbia just announced yesterday that we would be doing the entire Fall semester online, so I
will stay home and have my classes here. Hopefully – if a medical breakthrough does take place and circumstances
change – I will be able to fly to New York by January and continue my studies there.”

Carol Bordet – In Loving Memory
Mrs Carol Bordet taught English at Surval and
was our Dean of High school. From her first post
in the 1970s, Carol devoted much of her adult life
to teaching at Surval, with many of her students
becoming dear friends. We were so fortunate to
have Carol as teacher at Surval; a delightful, kind and
very knowledgeable woman.
Carol passed away on 6 August 2020. A lady who
made a real difference to so many, her students
adored her. Carol's partner Tom pays tribute:
Carol Bordet was my partner in life for nearly 25
years. Through Carol I came to know Surval and
many of its wonderful staff and students with
great affection, all of whom Carol loved so dearly.
I heard many tales of their colorful adventures. It
was the perfect job for a vivacious woman whose
energy and enthusiasm were seemingly without
bound and who had so much to offer others.
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Carol poured her heart into her work every day.
She didn’t seem to have a free minute but she loved
the work and gained energy from engaging with
the students. Carol would look forward eagerly to
international trips with students; twice I accompanied
her to the Bal du Printemps at the Montreux Palace,
and twice visited her for the January study-and-ski
sessions in the heavenly mountains of Andermatt. It
was an exhilarating life for us both.
I cannot express how grateful I am for the warm
friendships that have developed between us over
the years and in recent months. So many of you
loved Carol as I did. She left an indelible mark on our
lives and in our hearts. When this crazy Covid-19 is
behind us we will celebrate Carol’s remarkable life
with a gathering in Montreux and at Surval.
Carol loved her years in the loving halls of Surval,
in the storybook town of Montreux, in the happy
country of Switzerland. She loved the wonderful
people, all of you who knew her and became her
friends. Thank you for making the effort to share
a part of your lives with Carol. Your love and
friendships made her life rich beyond compare.

Tina Mwirigi
(2017, Kenya)

Violetta von Waldberg
(2018, Germany)

Valeria Pacifici Sanchez
(2017, Venezuela)

“When the first few cases were
announced in Geneva, I flew
back to Kenya and the lockdown
began later on in March.

“I am currently back home in
Heidelberg since March, because
Glion Campuses were shut down
and everything was online and
also were all exams, which I
passed well.

"I can say, without a doubt, that
thanks to Surval I have achieved
more things that I could have
imagined. Surval taught me to
listen to my inner voice and
express my ideas fearlessly, to
understand and respect other
cultures while learning the most
we can about them, showing me
that everyone has a lot to teach us
if we pay enough attention, and
to live life to the fullest, because
we don't know how long each
moment will last.

I have been in Kenya since
and ended up transferring to
a university here in Kenya for
my last semester. However
once things improve I have an
internship set up and waiting. I
get to choose between London,
USA, or South America - I’m yet
to decide on a location.
Surval was vital for me because
it provided me with the diversity
needed to actually land this
internship. The girls I met there
also introduced me to cultures
I definitely wouldn’t have been
able to see had I not attended
the school, and for that, I am
grateful!

I should be in the 5th semester
now, but because of the
pandemic I didn't find a place for
an internship and I was allowed/
offered to jump to the 6th
semester.
As the campus in London has
not yet decided if they will open
in October, I will go to Bulle to
finish my 6th and 7th Semester
and write my Bachelor thesis in
Hospitality with specification in
Luxury Brands and Marketing.
Currently I am working as a
student trainee in my father's
office to earn some money on the
side and gain more experience
as I will return on 15 October to
continue my studies. I will be here
until the end of September.

In the future I hope to accomplish
my dream of becoming a diplomat,
to do everything in my power to
change the world for the better,
expressing ideals that deserve to
be heard and discussed, and raising
awareness of all the political crisis
happening worldwide.
Surval leaves a mark on everyone
that is lucky enough to have the
experience of living and studying
here.... The best year of my life."

Christmas 2020
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Sandra Smith (2019, England)
From Surval, Sandra went on to study a Pre-Medical Course at McDaniel College
in Budapest, Hungary, and this year has started studying Medicine at the affiliated
Semmelweis University; one of the leading universities of Medicine and Health
Sciences in Central Europe. In August, she wrote:
“My family and I have all been quarantined in Budapest, where the situation is
thankfully being handled quite skilfully. My studies are going great! After a year
at the preparatory college, and thanks to study habits picked up at Surval, I was
able to power through the final semester where all our classes were online and got
accepted to my first choice University. I'll be starting in a month’s time.

Merry Christmas

I found that while the Covid-19 pandemic derailed a lot of people, I coped rather well, and I owe that to Surval.
Ironically, one of the main factors was that Surval life, other than sports, takes place in a single building. Being
confined to my apartment during the height of quarantine, and needing to eat, sleep and study in more or less
the same area, was a breaking point for many of my peers, as they felt themselves going 'stir-crazy'. I was more
accustomed to close quarters, and along with some wonderful study habits that were ingrained during my time
at Surval, I found myself doing quite well.
This year I will be starting my first year at Semmelweis. My plans going forward are mostly to survive the upcoming
academic year, and hopefully not let myself become too much of a hermit in the process. I'm currently enjoying
a breathtakingly hot summer by the Danube river and doing my best to curb my caffeine habits. The chocolate
ones remain unchecked"
Lucia Saiz (2019, Spain)
“This past academic year I’ve been in Exeter, Devon. As my first time living in
the UK, I quite loved it apart from the rain and cold weather ha ha! My year has
been great, even though COVID-19 interrupted it. In terms of studies, everything
happened really quickly.
I had to leave the UK in a matter of days in order to be able to get back to Spain.
I arrived home on 15 March and started my exam revision right away through
independent studies as our classes had finished. My examinations took place as
24 hour online exams. Even though these were tough, I passed successfully and
was really happy with all my results.
I really enjoyed my first year at the University of Exeter and my course. I’ve met so many new people,
and made lovely friends. Looking at my future, I still have two more years in the UK, even though I think I
might be spending this coming one here in Spain due to COVID. And then I’ll be finishing the last year of
my degree at the University of Rennes, in France. After this, I’m hoping to do a Masters, probably back in
Switzerland again!”
Survalienne Apèro
Lorea Wetten (1986, Philippines) tells
us she met up with Isabel Paris De Perret
(1986, Venezuela) in Washington D.C
in July for a social distance apèro.
Lorea’s daughter Martina is now studying
at Surval.
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See you in 2021!
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Surval Montreux, Route de Glion 56, 1820 Montreux, Switzerland
+41 (0)21 966 16 16
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